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Abstract: We develop a simulation model for prediction of forest canopy interception of upwelling fire
radiated energy from sub-canopy smouldering vegetation fires. We apply this model spatially across
the North American boreal forest in order to map minimum detectable sub-canopy smouldering
fire size for three satellite fire detection systems (sensor and algorithm), broadly representative of
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Sea and Land Surface Temperature
Radiometer (SLSTR) and Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS). We evaluate our results
according to fire management requirements for “early detection” of wildland fires. In comparison to
the historic fire archive (Canadian National Fire Database, 1980–2017), satellite data with a 1000 m
pixel size used with an algorithm having a minimum MWIR channel BT elevation threshold of
5 and 3 K above background (e.g., MODIS or SLSTR) proves incapable of providing a sub-0.2 ha
smouldering fire detection 70% and 45% of the time respectively, even assuming that the sensor
overpassed the relevant location within the correct time window. By contrast, reducing the pixel area
by an order of magnitude (e.g., 375 m pixels of VIIRS) and using a 3.5 K active fire detection threshold
offers the potential for successfully detecting all fires when they are still below 0.2 ha. Our results
represent a ‘theoretical best performance’ of remote sensing systems to detect sub-canopy smoldering
fires early in their lifetime.

Keywords: wildfire detection; remote sensing; infrared; forest canopy; leaf area index (LAI)

1. Introduction

In wildland fire management, fire detection plays an important role in the goal of minimizing
the total cost of actioning a fire plus the potential net loss from destruction [1–3]. There are
two general systems for wildland fire detection: direct detection systems and indirect detection
systems. Direct detection systems are systems where a fire management agency coordinates actions
for the primary purpose of discovering and reporting fires (e.g., a fire tower network, aerial detection
patrols). Indirect detection systems are systems where detection and reporting is carried out passively
(e.g., public fire reports, suppression aircraft reporting en-route); however, fire agencies do support
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these indirect systems, for example by maintaining a public reporting hotline or training firefighters to
scan for and report fires while on dispatch.

Direct detection systems have the potential to improve the effectiveness of fire suppression when
fires are detected and reported when they are still small, particularly in areas where fires are less likely
to be reported indirectly (e.g., using direct aerial patrol vs. indirect public detection). Under the right
conditions, fires that are found while they remain small are less likely to escape control efforts [2,4],
which is why quick initial attack is a conventional fire management strategy to minimize suppression
costs and subsequent losses [3,5–7]. Detection success is therefore characterized by the ability of the
fire management agency to detect a fire while it is still small enough to enable initial attack ‘success’.
Initial attack success has no national standard definition [4] and its operational definition varies across
provincial/territorial fire agencies. In general, initial attack success is evaluated according to various
indicators of fire containment or control after a certain time since detection. For example, Ontario
requires a fire to be classified as ‘Being Held’ by noon the day following detection, or final fire size is
≤4.0 ha, or the fire remains within initial boundaries [8]. However, not all fires that are detected receive
initial attack; some are left on the landscape to fulfill their natural role in the ecosystem and require
a different management approach (e.g., monitoring only, or limited value protection). This form of fire
management is more common at northern latitudes and requires less stringent fire detection criteria [9].

Fire detection can also be accomplished through satellite remote sensing of post-fire residual
burn scars [10–12], or of active fire using thermal signatures or so called active fire “hotspots” [13].
Active fire detection algorithms for satellite systems come in a variety of forms, such as the science grade
products (which are released at a greater data latency) and the “rapid response” products which are
made available within hours of the satellite overpass [14–16]. Geostationary satellites provide the best
temporal coverage for fire monitoring and science grade products are often produced very rapidly after
the imaging has occurred but they typically fail to detect smaller and/or very low intensity fires [17].
Imagers on finer spatial resolution Low-Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites are typically better able to
detect these fires, albeit only when the relevant satellite is overpassing the location. Notably, even LEO
satellites are not capable of detecting all actively burning small fires [11,18]. Detection capabilities
maybe degraded further in the dense forests such as the Canadian boreal forest, where thick canopies
may attenuate upwelling radiation from sub-canopy fires. Such ‘canopy interception’ of surface fire
radiance has been a known issue since the advent of satellite fire detection [19] but has only begun
to be investigated in any detail much more recently [20]. Of particular interest are situations where
surface fires produce a source of intense infrared (IR) thermal radiation close to the forest floor and
where limited or no crown fire activity takes place, leaving the forest canopy fully or partially intact.
Given that fire radiative power (FRP) retrievals work via measurement of top-of-atmosphere thermal
signals (e.g., [21,22]), such ‘canopy interception’ of fire-emitted IR radiation has the potential to cause
FRP to be underestimated. While such underestimation has been counteracted somewhat by new
methods to relate smoke-aerosol emissions to satellite observed FRP (e.g., [23,24]), the interception
of the upwelling thermal radiation by the canopy can still impact the initial active fire detection.
Fortunately, the effect of forest canopy interception on downwelling solar radiation and its impact on
light levels on the forest floor is well documented (e.g., [25–27]), providing a basis for landscape scale
modelling of forest canopy effects on surface fire radiance.

Presently it is not certain if satellite fire detection is capable of detecting sub-canopy smouldering
wildfires when they are “small enough” to serve the needs of operational fire management in Canada.
In this study, we model the minimum smouldering area needed for detection by operational LEO
fire detection systems. We consider three LEO detection systems: Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer (SLSTR) and Visible
Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS). Using experimental measurements of heat sources
viewed through vegetation canopy surrogates, we develop a model for boreal forest canopy thermal
radiance interception and we then apply this model to determine the minimum detectable sub-canopy
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smouldering fire area across the North American boreal forest. We discuss the results in the context of
operational fire management requirements.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Methods

We used a laboratory experiment to empirically determine the amounts of fire-emitted upwelling
thermal radiation that can be intercepted by a forest canopy. The experimental heat source was
a set of flat-plate blackbodies (described elsewhere [28]). We set the heat source to a temperature
of 673 K to approximate the temperature of smouldering combustion [29], as is typical for
sub-canopy fires in the North American boreal forest. To measure the IR radiation, we used
a tripod-mounted Agema 550 mid-wave infrared (MWIR) camera [21]; positioned 7 m away from the
heat source. We monitored air temperature, relative humidity and atmospheric pressure throughout
the investigation using a Kestrel weather station; ranging over 0.8–1.6 ◦C, 62.7–68.1% and 97–99 kPa,
respectively. These environmental conditions provided consistent and near perfect atmospheric
transmission values in the MWIR spectral region for the duration of the experiment. The indoor
setup also ensured that minimal ambient winds were experienced during the experiments.

We created an artificial forest canopy using white spruce (Picea glauca) boughs to experimentally
measure canopy interception over a range of canopy cover conditions emulating the Canadian boreal
forest. This experiment was performed mid-winter, so the foliar moisture content of the boughs used
in this experiment was lower than what would be expected of a canopy during the summer months.
Since foliar moisture could potentially affect canopy interception of IR radiation, we first rehydrated
the boughs. We achieved this by cutting two white spruce trees (approximately 6 m in height), bringing
them indoors (at ~20 ◦C) and placing their stems in water for a week. Similar methods of hydrating
white spruce were tested by Van Wagner (1962), who found that foliar moisture levels were raised to
100–140% gravimetric moisture content (as percent dry mass), values typically associated with live
foliage [30].

Prior to obstructing the viewing path with the vegetation canopy, we collected thermal imagery
of the blackbody heat source to establish baseline radiance. We constructed simulated vegetation
‘canopies’ from five wooden frames with fine gauge wire secured within them. We secured the white
spruce boughs we had cut from the rehydrated trees in a homogeneous arrangement onto the wire
of each frame. We hung the frames vertically in the optical path between the camera and the heat
source to partly obscure the view of the heat source by the camera. Once the first frame was in place,
we collected a further one hundred MWIR thermal images at a rate of 1 Hz. We also collected matching
visible wavelength imagery using a digital camera fit with a hemispherical lens from the viewpoint of
the heat source. To increase the vegetation canopy density, we added a second frame of ‘canopy’ at
a 60 cm horizontal distance from the first frame and we re-measured the heat source through this new,
denser canopy. We repeated this process until all five frames were obstructing the thermal imager’s
view of the heat source (Figure 1). In this way, the effect of viewing the same heat source through
a range of canopy densities was simulated. We continuously monitored the stability of the blackbody
temperature with thermocouples to ensure the data reflected the reference imagery.

In order to quantitatively assess canopy cover, we employed the leaf area index (LAI) metric,
a dimensionless parameter defined as the total one-sided foliage area per unit of ground surface
area [31], including needle foliage in conifer stands [32]. In the present context, it is not the actual
leaf area that is of interest, so much as the physical structure and spatial arrangement of the canopy
elements which are known to control the absorption, reflectance, transmission and scattering of
downwelling solar radiation when observed from the forest floor [33]. In modelling the attenuation of
short- and long-wave radiation by forest canopies, Black et al. (1991) introduced the concept of effective
LAI, which includes obstructions effecting downwelling radiation (e.g., tree boles, branches) [34].
This definition is appropriate for the current study, as it is simple and has the ability to generalize
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canopy structure over large areas typical of satellite pixel footprints (which we will use in this study);
therefore, LAI here refers to the effective LAI. The artificial nature of the experimental conditions was
not conducive for replicating more complex canopy attributes (e.g., bulk density, canopy closure or
gap spacing) realistically. FRP transmittance through the canopy (FRPtrans) was thus calculated using:

FRPtrans = FRP (e−α LAI) (1)

where FRPtrans is the FRP transmitted through the canopy, FRP is the actual FRP below the canopy
and α is an extinction coefficient empirically fit to the experimental data.

We analyzed the visible hemispherical images of the canopy screens using canopy gap analysis
software [35] and calculated their effective LAI and related this to the amount of IR radiation reaching
the camera, expressed as the observed FRP of the blackbody source and calculated using Stefan’s Law
rather than the MWIR radiance method commonly used with satellite datasets, since the blackbody
temperature was near to the outer limit of the MWIR radiance method’s applicability [21].

Figure 1. Layout for the canopy interception experiment. The panels (noted as Ci) are wooden frames
with attached screens that supported the white spruce (Picea glauca) boughs used to obstruct the path
of the thermal radiation that was emitted by the blackbodies (BB1 and BB2). Canopy inferences was
measured by inserting a visible camera in the location noted as “VIS camera” and collecting imagery of
the screens.

2.2. Modelling Methods

Subsequent to the experimental work, we produced a landscape-scale simulation model of the
canopy transmittance of IR radiation emitted from sub-canopy wildfires that can then be detected by
satellite-based IR sensors (Figure 2). The degree of interception induced by the vegetation canopy was
informed by the experimentally derived datasets discussed in Section 2.1. Through this simulation we
produced a canopy transmittance model based on satellite-derived LAI data of the boreal forests of
North America. The North American Boreal forest zone extent was taken from the FAO’s ecofloristic
zones [36]. Effective LAI across the study area was taken from 10-day MERIS composites of LAI in
2015 at 1 km resolution for May to October (one composite per month). We spatially aggregated LAI
into a 3400 km2 (~1 × 1 degree at mid-latitudes of Canada) hexagon grid which was created using
the “Repeating Shapes” tool (v. 1.5.152) for ArcGIS [37]. The hexagon grid (and all spatial analysis in
this paper) was performed using the WGS 1984/North Pole Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area Canada
coordinate system. LAI varies spatially and temporally throughout the year, thus the need for full
season data; Figure 3a depicts this LAI data as a seasonal mean, aggregated into the hexagonal grid.

Using the gridded LAI composite data, we calculated the fractional FRP transmittance through
the forest canopy based on the experimentally-derived transmittance through varying canopy LAI
values (Equation (1)). This resulted in six transmittance maps, one for each month May to October.
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Figure 2. Flow chart describing the modelling process for creating spatial maps for sub-canopy
detectable area). Spatial resolutions and detection thresholds changed as required to represent varying
satellite systems.

To then determine the sub-canopy smouldering wildfire detection capability of various satellite
instruments we used our calculated transmittance values to estimate the “minimum detectable fire
area,” that is, the smallest fire area required to raise the brightness temperature (BT) of a pixel above
that of the surrounding ambient background by a certain threshold, since this is the basis of most
active fire detection algorithms. To do this we first had to define the threshold criteria and we selected
the minimum fire area required to trigger further pixel scrutiny in the active fire detection algorithms
(sometimes called the ‘potential fire pixel’ thresholds [38]. The minimum criteria for potential fire
pixel identification is a MWIR BT 3 K and 5 K above the local background temperature for SLSTR
and MODIS Collection 6 respectively, [15,39]. A similar threshold of 3.5 standard deviations above
the background temperature exists for pre-screening potential fire pixels with the VIIRS I-band [14].
In this study, we assume a standard deviation of 1 K, giving VIIRS a threshold value of 3.5 K. Detectable
fire area was therefore modelled as the minimum fire area required to raise the pixel BT above these
candidate fire pixel thresholds. Notably, these simulations do not necessarily reflect the performance
of the specific satellite systems, simply the fire area required to trigger a potential fire pixel at their
respective thresholds and spatial resolutions. Actual fire detection for these systems is also dependent
on a number of additional contextual tests which may still categorize these pixels as false alarms.
For this reason, our analysis focuses on the minimum theoretical fire area required to trigger a potential
fire pixel for 1000 m pixels at 3 and 5 K detection thresholds and 375 m pixels at a 3.5 K threshold.
This range of pixel sizes and minimum BT detection thresholds thus represents an envelope of
situations that are indicative of real satellite observation detection limits, albeit we are not evaluating
the detailed performance of specific active fire detection systems (which depend on factors beyond
only a minimum BT detection threshold).

We next had to model both fire and background temperatures for calculation of minimum fire
detectable area. For flaming combustion, a net fire temperature of 1000 K was used, which is lower
than kinetic flame temperatures (~1373 K) [40] to account for loss due to potentially non-blackbody
behavior at shorter flame lengths [28] and mixing of smouldering and flaming area. A smouldering
temperature of 673 K was used [29] and was not lowered due to the consistently high emissivity of
smouldering combustion, which emits not from a flame but from the hot surface [41]. In order to
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account for the non-linearity in the Planck function in the MWIR spectral band, both background and
fire temperatures were converted into spectral radiance units (W m−2 sr−1 µm−1) and combined with
the background radiance via the weighted average of their respective areas [42]. A depiction of this
simulation is presented in Figure 4. Notably, detection sensitivity varies with background temperature
and fire temperature. Background temperature values were obtained from MODIS LST data for May
to October 2014 [43] and we spatially aggregated the data to the same hexagonal grid as for the LAI
values (Figure 3b). These relationships were then used to calculate the minimum detectible area
from the transmittance data for the entire study area. In summary, for each month (May to October),
we created one gridded map of minimum detectable fire area for each of the three the three thresholds
tested, 3 K and 5 K at 1 km pixels (e.g., indicative of SLSTR and MODIS) and 3.5 K for 375 m pixels
(indicative of VIIRS).

Seasonal Mean LST (K)

b)
0 1,500 3,000750

Kilometers

a)

269                   282                   295   I                        I                        I 
Seasonal Mean LAI

  0                       2                       4    I                        I                        I 

Figure 3. The two model parameters, shown spatially for the study area (North American boreal forest)
as a seasonal (May–October) mean, with (a) showing seasonal mean effective leaf area index (LAI);
and (b) showing seasonal mean land surface temperature.

Figure 4. Open air minimum flaming (a) and smouldering (b) detectable area (ha) for 1000 m nadir
facing pixels (MODIS and SLSTR; solid and dashed lines) and for the 375 m VIIRS I-Band (dotted line).
Detection threshold were determined as the minimum mid-wave infrared (MWIR) spectral radiance
increase due to smouldering combustion required for the candidate pixel to pass the pre-screening test
in the respective fire detection algorithms [14,15,39]. Notably, due to the non-linearity of the MWIR band
in the Planck function, the detectable area for flaming combustion is not very significantly impacted
by the different thresholds applied for MODIS and SLSTR (a), this is not the case at smouldering
temperatures (b). Regardless, in the absence of canopy obstruction all algorithms are capable of
detecting both flaming and smouldering fires below the 0.2 ha threshold required for fire management.
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2.3. Analysis Methods

In order to establish a benchmark for detection performance required for initial attack, airborne
fire discovery sizes of fires found by airborne detection in the province of Ontario were analyzed.
The fires included in the analysis were those from 1997 to 2012, 1 April to 31 October inclusive, detected
first from aircraft on fire patrol, inside the official fire regions. Figure 5 presents the distribution of
these data; the median value of 0.2 ha was used as a performance benchmark (see Results Section).

Figure 5. Log base normalized frequency distribution of wildfire discovery size (ha) from airborne
detection patrols in Ontario between 1997 and 2012. The mean value is 0.47 with a standard deviation
of 1.87, the median is 0.20 and the 5 and 95% quantile ranges are 0.10 and 1.50 respectively. Discovery
sizes are skewed significantly to smaller fires with 75% of fires being discovered below 0.3 ha.

To further evaluate the performance of the satellite sensors for fire detection, we investigated
recent fire activity with respect to the locations where these sensors are capable of detecting the 0.2 ha
benchmark fire size. Fire activity was evaluated within our study area with the number of fires from
Canada’s National Fire Database (NFDB) from 1980–2017 [44] (Figure 6). We evaluated the number
of fires that are located within areas with minimum detectible areas of more than 0.2 ha, that is,
those sub-canopy fires that would not have been detected given the sensor’s detection threshold.
This was done for each of the three thresholds tested, 5 K and 3 K at 1 km pixels (approximating
MODIS and SLSTR) and 3.5 K for 375 m pixels (approximating VIIRS).

Fire occurrence density 
(number of fires 1980-2017)
 0         10        40        120      1200

0 1,500 3,000750
Kilometers

Figure 6. Canada’s fire occurrence density (i.e., the number of fires) in the Boreal forest from the
National Fire Database [44] from 1980–2017.
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We also looked the spatial patterns of the benchmark 0.2 ha minimum detection threshold with
regards to “interface” areas, that is, areas where homes and other critical human-built structures
are near or even within wildland fuel areas and are potentially at risk of destruction from wildland
fire. For interface locations near urban or industrial structures, we used a composite map of national
wildland-urban interface and wildland-industrial interface from Johnston and Flannigan (2018) [45].
We evaluated how much area of interface would receive effective active fire detection from satellite
sensors with regard to early detection (i.e., less than 0.2 ha detectible area).

3. Results

Airborne fire discovery sizes (Figure 5) are heavily skewed toward smaller values, with a median
of 0.2 ha, with 45% below 0.1 ha and 90% below 1.0 ha. For the purposes of this study the median value
(0.2 ha) was selected as the benchmark fire detection size required to consider the satellite product
sufficient for use in initial attack fire suppression. Though the discovery size required for initial attack
success varies depending on many other factors (e.g., fire intensity, suppression capacity and response
time; [4,46]), this median fire discovery fire size from direct airborne patrols provides a conservative
threshold for evaluation of model performance in this study. This 0.2 ha threshold is also below the
province of Québec’s initial attack goal of discovering all fires at less than 0.5 ha [8]. It should be noted
that Martell [47] analysed fire sizes at the start of initial attack data from Ontario using data from
1976–1999 which indicated that median fire size was 0.1 ha. We used the 0.2 ha median value using the
more recent 1997–2012 data in order to reflect more recent fire management activities.

The results of our modelling exercise showed that FRP attenuation showed an exponential decay
relationship with increasing LAI (R2 = 0.98, α = 0.66, p < 0.001; Figure 7).

Figure 7. The fractional transmittance of Fire Radiative Power (FRP) with increasing canopy density as
described by Leaf Area Index (LAI). An exponential decay function was fit to this data (with an R2 of 0.98)
in the form: FRPtrans = FRP (e−α LAI) where α is a fitted unitless constant of 0.66 (p < 0.001).

We applied Equation (1) to calculate the minimum smouldering detectable area for LAI values
ranging from 1 to 8 (Figure 8). We determined the 0.2 ha detection threshold cannot be met for MODIS
or SLSTR where LAI is greater 5 or 6, respectively. However, VIIRS is capable of meeting this threshold
up to an LAI of 8 (which is greater than the maximum LAI from the LAI composite maps within our
study area).
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Figure 8. Sub-canopy smouldering fire detectable area (ha) for nadir facing pixels of (a) 1000 m with
5 K threshold (MODIS); (b) 1000 m with 3 K threshold (SLSTR); and (c) 375 m with 3.5 K threshold
(VIIRS I-Band). The sub-canopy detectable area varies with canopy density, as described by leaf area
index (LAI; Figure 5) and background temperature. For reference the 0.2 ha detection threshold
required for fire management is included (dashed gray line). This threshold cannot be met (regardless
of background temperature) for 1000 m pixels with 5 K threshold where the LAI is > 5, or with a 3 K
threshold where LAI > 6, however with the 375 m pixels and 3.5 K threshold these criteria met up to
an LAI value of 8.

Applying the model spatially, we obtained maps of the sub-canopy potential detectable areas for
the three thresholds tested, 5 K and 3 K at 1 km pixels (approximating MODIS and SLSTR) and 3.5 K for
375 m pixels (approximating VIIRS), which are presented in Figures 9–11, respectively. For the present
study, we focus on maps of maximum potential detectable area (Figures 9c, 10c and 11c), given that it
is important to know the worst case scenario for fire detection. As expected, all systems performed
better at higher latitudes where the LAI values are generally lower (Figure 3a). For 1000 m pixels such
as MODIS and SLSTR the threshold of 5 K 35.8% of the study area was above the 0.2 ha detection
threshold, with a large region of the southern boreal (18.8% of the study area) requiring areas greater
than 0.3 ha for detection (Figure 9c). The 3 K threshold performs better, however along much of the
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southern boreal forest it is not capable of performing operational detection based on these criteria with
15% of the study area above 0.2 ha (Figure 10c) and only 7.5% of the study area above 0.3 ha. However,
using a 3.5 K threshold at a spatial resolution of 375 m (similar to VIIRS I-band), this detection criteria
is met for all regions of the North American boreal (Figure 11c).

When areas of insufficient potential detection capacity (i.e., those in pink and red in Figures 9–11)
are compared to historic fire occurrence (Figure 6), the impact of these detection limitations is more
pronounced in terms of fire management. Of the 132,688 fires that occurred in the study area from
1980–2017, 1 km sensors such as MODIS and SLSTR would have failed to detect 70.4% and 44.6% of the
fires in their sub-canopy smouldering phase when they were below the 0.2 ha threshold, based on use
of a 5 K and 3 K threshold detection temperature above background respectively. Where fire occurrence
is more dense (total number of fires in the hexagonal cells > 100), the detection capacity is even lower,
with non-detection rates falling to 79.1% and 52.8% respectively. According to this simulation however,
VIIRS potentially would have successfully detected all the fires in their sub-canopy smouldering
phase when they were below the 0.2 ha threshold. When compared to the spatial distribution of
Wildland-Urban and Wildland-Industrial Interface areas [45], in these areas use of the 1000 m spatial
resolution data with the 5 K and 3 K detection thresholds fails to detect 81.6% and 56.5% of fires when
they were below the 0.2 ha threshold, respectively.

   0.00 - 0.05
> 0.05 - 0.10
> 0.10 - 0.20
> 0.20 - 0.30
> 0.30

Mean

Maximum Minimum

Minimum detectable 
sub-canopy 
smoldering area (ha):

Standard Deviation

a) b)

d)c)
0 1,500 3,000750

Kilometers

Figure 9. Potential detectable area of sub-canopy smouldering fires for the North American boreal
forest, based on 1000 m pixel size sensor (e.g., MODIS and SLSTR) and an active fire detection threshold
equivalent to a 5 K MWIR channel brightness temperature increase above background. Detectable
area was computed monthly for the fire season (May–October) using the LST and LAI (Figure 3) and
Equation (1). The monthly data are summarized here by mean (a); standard deviation (b); maximum
(c) and minimum (d) for each cell.
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   0.00 - 0.05
> 0.05 - 0.10
> 0.10 - 0.20
> 0.20 - 0.30
> 0.30

Mean

Maximum Minimum

Minimum detectable 
sub-canopy 
smoldering area (ha):

Standard Deviation

a) b)

d)c)
0 1,500 3,000750

Kilometers

Figure 10. Potential detectable area of sub-canopy smouldering fires for the North American boreal
forest, based on 1000 m pixel size sensor (e.g., MODIS and SLSTR) and an active fire detection threshold
equivalent to a 3 K MWIR channel brightness temperature increase above background. Detectable
area was computed monthly for the fire season (May–October) using the LST and LAI (Figure 3) and
Equation (1). The monthly data are summarized here by mean (a); standard deviation (b); maximum
(c) and minimum (d) for each cell.

   0.00 - 0.05
> 0.05 - 0.10
> 0.10 - 0.20
> 0.20 - 0.30
> 0.30

Mean

Maximum Minimum

Minimum detectable 
sub-canopy 
smoldering area (ha):

Standard Deviation

a) b)

d)c)
0 1,500 3,000750

Kilometers

Figure 11. Potential detectable area of sub-canopy smouldering fires for the North American boreal
forest, based on 375 m pixel size sensor (e.g., VIIRS I-Band) and an active fire detection threshold
equivalent to a 3.5 K MWIR channel brightness temperature increase above background. Detectable
area was computed monthly for the fire season (May–October) using the LST and LAI (Figure 3) and
Equation (1). The monthly data are summarized here by mean (a), standard deviation (b), maximum
(c) and minimum (d) for each cell.
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4. Discussion

To be most useful for supporting early warning of fires to be targeted by initial attack operations,
fires in the North American boreal forest should ideally be identified early and responded to
rapidly [48]; specifically, when they are smouldering sub-canopy and covering an area less than
0.2 ha. In addition to their lower temperatures and relatively smaller area compared to typical crown
fires, the thick canopy present above such surface fires intercepts part of the fire-emitted radiation,
making detection more difficult. This study has investigated the ability of current satellite sensors to
meet the requirement of detecting a 0.2 ha smouldering surface fire burning below the tree canopy,
based on modeling of fire-emitted thermal radiation and the interception of some of the emitted
thermal energy by vegetation components in the canopy. We find that coarser spatial resolution sensors
(e.g., MODIS and SLSTR with 1 km pixels at nadir) are incapable of identifying active fires below the
specified threshold over much of the boreal forest, with our modeling indicating for example that
early detection would have been incapable for around 44–70% of the historic wildfires in the Canadian
boreal forest. We find that sensors with suitably smaller pixel areas such as VIIRS (375 m pixels) are
in theory able to meet this criteria over the entire North American boreal. That said, our modeling
only indicates that the fires are potentially detectable and there are many phenomena (e.g., cloud
cover and limited overpasses per day) that will in fact have prevented early detection in many cases.
Thus, our results represent a theoretical ideal and must be interpreted in this context. Real failure rates
will likely be significantly higher than we estimate because of departures from this ideal.

We modelled canopy interception of fire energy as a function of LAI, as is common in solar
radiation studies. The use of the beer-lambert style model of canopy interception applied here
Equation (1) is appropriate for describing mean radiation attenuation of large homogenous areas [49],
as found with large satellite pixels (375 to 1000 m) in these simulations. However, the physical effect of
canopy attenuation of fire energy is perhaps better described as a “blocking” factor (as in Flannigan
and Vonder Haar (1986) [19] and Mathews et al. (2016) [20]), where the signal is physically obscured in
places and allowed to pass between the canopy structures in others. This in mind, the model developed
here is sensitive to the orientation of the canopy elements in the artificial screens used in the experiment.
To mitigate these effects an effort was made to apply the canopy elements to the screens in a uniform
distribution and the use of visible imagery to characterize LAI ensured that overlapping branches
were only considered for their net effect rather than actual leaf area.

Although seasonality is not directly presented in the seasonal summaries of Figures 9–11, there is
considerable variation through the fire season. This effect is most prevalent in lower latitudes and can
be visualized through examination of the standard deviation maps (Figures 9b, 10b and 11b). Seasonal
variability is due to changes in LAI as well as to LST. As result, all systems modelled here perform far
better in the early spring in terms of their ability to detect the smallest sub-canopy fires, before the
forest green-up occurs and while the background temperatures are much lower (spring performance
can generally be interpreted as the “minimum” detectable areas (d) of Figures 9–11). A similar effect
occurs in the fall after leaves drop and LST cools.

Notably the criteria for successful detection in this study is the minimum BT increase in the
MWIR channel required to pass the initial screening of a contextual active fire detection algorithm,
typically between 3 and 5 K. However, once this initial condition is passed there are numerous other
spectral-band ratio and contextual tests which must also be passed to confirm the pixel as a fire. It is not
certain that a sub-canopy smouldering pixel could pass all of these tests; further research is needed in
this area. As mentioned above, it is also important to recall that all of these systems are incapable of
detecting active fires when cloud cover is present. The obscuration of cloud is of added importance
given that these systems only overpass this region at best a few times per day. Additionally, to achieve
the criteria of “detection” for fire suppression it is also critical that the detected fire be reported to
the management agencies as soon as possible. In this context, it is not clear that any of the systems
tested are capable of reporting a fire rapidly enough to be used as a replacement for traditional fire
detection means.
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In the simulations conducted here, a direct nadir facing pixel of 375 or 1000 m is assumed to
evaluate the best case scenario for fire detection for MODIS, SLSTR and VIIRS. It is important to
note that the results presented here are only applicable to near nadir pixels given that the spatial
resolution of these systems varies (greatly at times) over the width of the swath [50], these effects are
less pronounced with VIIRS [14,51] but still present. As a result, much of the swath contains pixels
significantly larger than the nominal 375 and 1000 m for VIIRS, MODIS and SLSTR. Off nadir view
angles also increase the path length through the forest canopy which is known to significantly increase
the canopy attenuation beyond what is presented in Equation (1) [49]. For these reasons fire detection
potential is expected to be significantly lower than for all non-nadir pixels, reaffirming that these
results present a best-case scenario for fire detection over the study area.

MODIS and SLSTR are generally unable to detect fires below the required size threshold to best
support rapid response operations at lower boreal latitudes and near many interface zones where
structural values may potentially be at risk to damage by wildland fire. However, this does not
necessarily mean that they lack utility. Interface zones in southern latitudes are typically more densely
populated areas where fire detection is most likely to occur through public reporting of fires and
therefore satellite detection is not necessarily required. At more northern latitudes, there are far fewer
aircraft flights and few people are present on the landscape; in these locations, MODIS and SLSTR
may be sufficient for fire detection. In these regions, large fire activity is typically monitored, for this
purpose all of the systems simulated here have excellent performance given their strong sensitivity to
flaming combustion (Figure 4a).

5. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that LEO satellite remote sensing systems operating with pixel
sizes around 375 m (e.g., as offered by the VIIRS I-Bands) offer good potential for early detection
of sub-canopy smouldering fires throughout the North American boreal forests and are capable of
identifying fires when they are below the 0.2 ha size considered appropriate for initial attack operations.
Of course, this can only occur if the satellite overpasses the area when the fire is below that size and
if the resulting detections are sufficiently rapidly processed and passed onto fire managers within
minutes to perhaps 1 h of the overpass time (as can occur for example via use of Direct Broadcast
receiving stations and local post processing and active fire detection screening). Sensors with far
larger pixels, for example the 1000 m pixel size of MODIS and SLSTR at nadir, offer the potential to
achieve a 0.2 ha fire size detection ability only at northern latitudes where forest canopies (and human
populations) are less dense.
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